Respect for Obama; Why it’s Impossible
A little thought that's been in the background of my
mind for a long time finally presented itself front and
center. It's related to a comment that George Clooney
made to Jesse Waters of Fox News when queried on
the Red Carpet at the Academy Awards. Waters
asked him how he thought "Obama" was doing, and
received a response that his name is not Obama but is
"President Obama" and that Waters should show
some respect because he is the President.

How do you respect a man who's own party's lawyer
in Hawaii (the same attorney who represented his
mother in her divorce from his father years earlier,
and had access to his birth certificate) refuses to certify him as the official candidate of the Hawaiian
Democratic Party which was required in order to be
placed on the ballot in Hawaii? Why would he do
that other than that he knew something that was
inconsistent with presidential eligibility?

The thought that occurred to me sprang from the
fact that he is also "Barry Obama" or "Barry Soetoro", or Barack Jr. and that "Barack" was pronounced by his namesake, his father, with the accent
on the first syllable not the last (BAIR´-ek) resulting
naturally in the nickname "Barry".

How do you respect a man who nevertheless "gets
the job done" and gets the rules bent so that his name
is placed not only on the Hawaiian ballot, but on the
ballots of all the other 49 states and District of
Columbia?
That issue is an issue that is publicly known, though
not by the general public nor those in the ignorantimedia. But what is also troubling is the issues that
are unpublicized, -and the answers that are hidden.
The list is stupefyingly long.

So how does one respect someone (such as a crass
politician) who changes the pronunciation of his
name in order to make it sound more exotic, ancient,
and honorable? Especially a someone who did something similar with his self-reported place of birth?
How do you respect someone who tells the world
from 1991 until 2007 through his would-be publisher
that he was born in Kenya, but then on the cusp of a
bid for the White House changes his story because
that story wouldn't comport with what the American
people ignorantly believe to be disqualifying for the
presidency?
If Barry Obama was to come to my house alone,
and, in the course of a conversation, ask me why I
don't show him the respect he has earned, I would
hardly know where to begin. I might have to resort to
a scatter-gun approach with the explanation hitting all
kinds of targets in random order, perhaps beginning
with the legitimacy of his party's certification of his
nomination back in 2008.
How do you respect a man who's own party is
unwilling and unable to certify that he is constitutionally eligible to serve as the President, and instead
removes that certifying language from the party's
Certificate of Nomination?

It might begin with unexplained events and many
unanswered questions regarding the Black-hole mystery of what happened before, during, and after the
attack on the diplomatic mission and CIA annex in
Benghazi, -including the "disappearance", and intimidation-into-silence of all 30 of the survivors of the
attack who were rescued.
How can one respect the man for showing leadership which was never shown and who keeps every bit
of information about it secret? I would respect him
for his handling of the situation if I could but I have
no idea of exactly how he handled it since all the
facts are SEALED and Secret!
How do you respect a man under whom his subordinates were directed to allow the illegal purchase of
over 2,000 deadly semi-automatic weapons that were
destined for murderous Mexican drug gangs, and who
were told to stand-down and ignore their criminal
export across the border into Mexico where neither
the Mexican government nor the U.S. DEA and ATF
agents stationed there were notified?

How do you respect a man whose close friend, the
Attorney General, then obstructed justice and the
investigation by Congress after a border patrol agent
was murdered by one of those weapons (along with
hundreds of innocent Mexican citizens) about which
he pretended ignorance?
How do you respect a man who after all avenues of
keeping the facts hidden were exhausted, resorted illegitimately to invoking "executive privilege" which is
only intended to protect confidential presidential communication? What were those communications, Mr.
President? We would all like to know, but can't
because they are all SEALED!
How can you respect a man who's ascent to the
United States Senate was the result of the public tarring of the expected winner, the incumbent, when
details of his sex-life were made notoriously public,
but which details were secretly and securely hidden in
his divorce papers which were SEALED until the
friends of Barry in the infamous criminal Democratic
Party Chicago political machine "persuaded" a judge
that it would be in his best interest to UNSEAL them?
I would like to know what the explanation could possibly be for handing out such a ruling, but the answer is
SEALED.
How do you respect a man whose administration has
been involved in more criminal political activity than
any since President Nixon’s White House obstructed
justice to such a degree that his Attorney General was
convicted and imprisoned? How can anyone respect a
man whose underlings are guilty of the IRS scandals,
the NSA scandals, the GAO scandals, and the unconstitutional NY Times and Fox News e-mail scandals?
How do your respect a man who is almost running a
police state, including his action of signing the
National Defense Authorization Act which allows
indefinite detention of anyone suspected of ties to terrorists and without their constitutional right of habeas
corpus, legal representation, visitors, communication
with the outside, nor the right to confront accusers?
And let’s not forget his follow-up executive order
which allows unlimited confiscation of the supplies of
American citizens and companies if the government
deems they are needed for its self-declared emergency.

But such second-party nefarious actions aren't the
only reasons why BO has a respect problem; most
of the many other reasons spring directly from the
man himself. Every American has a right to know
many things that we are not allowed to know
because they are SEALED, such as why did he
allow his highly prized license to practice law to
lapse and not be renewed? It's said that the facts of
the matter are true but the explanation is SEALED.
And what proof is there that he ever even took the
bar exam and passed it, and didn’t instead just
obtain admission to the State Bar as a legal instructor?
Same with his previous work history as an attorney. In other words, the professional background of
the man is almost entirely a mystery. Has he ever
worked for a free-enterprise company in his entire
life aside from a legal firm? And what was his position at that law firm? Was it as a licensed attorney,
or merely a law clerk? These questions have never
been investigated by anyone who obtained any
provable answers. So exactly who is this man of
mystery and why should we respect him when he
doesn’t respect us? How could he when so many of
us were stupid enough to vote for his vapid, hot-air
flim-flam candidacy, -twice?
The only answer that we've been given is that he
was a "community organizer" for unions, the Democrat Party, and leftist foundations like the one he
served in suing to force banks to make housing
loans to the unqualified (sub-prime loans) -in other
words, a politically oriented partisan with no ties to
any business or organization devoted to free-enterprise, national fiscal responsibility, nor the protection of liberty and defense of the Constitution.
How do you respect a man who was a constitutional law lecturer when he has shown himself to be
the most Constitution-violating President in our lifetime? Add his actions to a secret past that is not
much more transparent than a Black Hole, and you
end up with a man that no sane, objective, concerned citizen can respect.
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